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Active Sensing Methods of Ionic Polymer Metal Composite (IPMC):
Comparative Study in Frequency Domain

WanHasbullah MohdIsa1, Andres Hunt2 and S. Hassan HosseinNia2

Abstract— Ionic polymer-metal composites (IPMCs) are soft
transducers that bend in response to low-voltage input, and
generate voltage in response to deformations. Their potential
applications include compliant locomotion systems, small-scale
robotics, energy harvesting and biomedical instrumentation.
The materials are inherently compliant, simple to shape, simple
to miniaturize and simple to integrate into a system. Com-
pared to actuation, IPMC sensing has not been intensively
studied. The existing reports focus on the sensing phenomenon,
but provide insufficient characterization for implementation
purposes. This work aims to address this gap by studying
and comparing the frequency responses and noise dynamics
of different IPMC active sensing signals, i.e. voltage, charge
and current. These characteristics are experimentally identified
by mechanically exciting IPMC samples, and simultaneously
measuring the respective signals and material deformations.
The results provide a systematic comparison between different
implementations of active sensing with IPMCs, and give insights
into their strengths and limitations.

I. INTRODUCTION

Mechatronic systems that need to be mechanically com-
pliant either partially or entirely are applied in many appli-
cations such as compliant locomotion systems, small-scaled
robotics, energy harvesting and biomedical instrumentation.
Such systems require not only soft ’body’ but also actu-
ators and sensors that are inherently compliant, simple to
shape, simple to miniaturize and simple to integrate [1].
These characteristics are inherent to several bending smart
materials, e.g. piezopolymers (PVDF [2], its copolymer [3]
and its highly electrostrictive terpolymer [4]), piezoceramic
patches [5], dielectric elastomers [6], conductive polymer [7],
and ionic polymer metal composites (IPMCs) [8]. IPMCs are
more attractive with respect to other bending smart materials
for this kind of applications, since they require low actuation
voltages, have reasonable actuation bandwidth, and produce
large deformations [8]. While IPMC actuation has been
studied extensively and proposed for many applications [9],
the sensing abilities have gained much less attention. Since
the discovery of IPMCs’ sensing capabilities in 1992 [10],
the reported studies have used black-box models [11], [12],
[13], grey-box models [14], [15], [16] and white-box models
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[17], [18], [19], [20], [21], [22], [23], [24], [25] to describe
their sensing dynamics. The reported application studies have
investigated exploiting them as translational [11], rotational
[26], and omnidirectional [27] position sensors, velocity
sensors [28], wall shear stress sensors [29], seismic sensors
[30], vibration sensors [31], force sensors [32], flow sensors
[33], humidity sensors [34], and wearable pulse and braille
sensors [35]. Sensing with IPMCs can be realized by several
means i.e. measuring voltage [36], [37], [38], [39], [40],
current [37], [19], [41], [31], [25], [42], [43], charge [37],
[44], [29], [45], [46], and the impedance change [47], [48].

These means can be grouped into active and passive sens-
ing methods. Active sensing is based on signals generated
by IPMC in response to deformation where uneven distribu-
tion of charge across material thickness generates potential
difference between its electrodes as illustrated in Fig. 1 [36].
Voltage is measurable between IPMC electrodes using high
input impedance voltage measurement circuitry, current is
measurable using low impedance circuit that provides virtual
short-circuit, and charge is measured by means of displaced
charge from IPMC electrode into the measurement circuitry.
On the other hand, passive sensing is based on impedance
change: either in asymmetrically deformed electrodes of
IPMCs due to bending [48], or capacitance change between
IPMC electrode and an external electrode [47]. Relying on
the observations in the previously discussed reports, active
sensing is more suitable for dynamic sensing, and passive
sensing is more reliable for static and quasi-static sensing.

Despite reported efforts towards modelling and implemen-
tations of different IPMC sensing methods, the implementa-
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Fig. 1. Sensing phenomenon inside IPMC. Motion of mobile counterions
generates charge accumulation on the electrode layers.
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tions vary between reports and are laconic in descriptions.
Usable frequency ranges are not analysed and different
sensing methods cannot be compared due to inconsistencies
in implementations and used materials. Furthermore, the
inconsistent displacements between the previous reports and
also over the entire experimented frequency range in each of
them complicate the comparison.

Therefore, this work aims to address these gaps by im-
proving the sensing characterization procedure of IPMC
as well as comparing the frequency responses and noise
characteristics of voltage, current and charge measurements
under identical conditions. The characterization improvement
is achieved by assuring constant displacement amplitude
of IPMCs at all tested frequencies. Characteristics of each
sensing signals are experimentally identified by mechanically
exciting IPMC samples, and simultaneously measuring the
respective signals. The results provide a systematic compar-
ison of IPMC sensing methods, preliminary guidelines for
selection and implementation of active sensing methods, and
give insights into their strengths and limitations.

II. METHODOLOGY

In order to systematically characterize and compare all
IPMC active signals in the frequency domain, we need to
provide sinusoidal bending motion to IPMC, simultaneously
measure the generated signals and further process them.
Therefore, the experimental set-up is designed to achieve
these goals, and it comprises of: mechanical excitation
system, described in section II-A, and signal conditioning
circuits, described in section II-B. Processing of the results is
explained in section II-C. Block diagram of the experimental
set-up is shown in Fig. 2 and illustrated in photo in Fig. 3.

The used IPMC materials are made of Nafion polymer
and coated with platinum electrodes. Their total thickness
is approximately 200 µm. Materials are ion-exchanged into
sodium form and use water as solvent. The dimensions of
IPMC samples are 10 mm by 30 mm.

A. Mechanical Excitation System

The mechanical excitation system is shown in Fig. 3 and
is constructed as follows. Measurements are controlled by a
PC computer from Matlab 2017a environment through a NI
USB 6211 data acquisition board (A). To excite the IPMC
sample, we use the B&K Type 4801 shaker (D), whose
current input is converted and amplified from voltage output
of the data acquisition board by a custom-made voltage
amplifier (B) and TIRA Type BAA 120 power amplifier (C).
The tip displacements are measured using two Opto NCDT
1420 laser triangulation sensors (G) that work at 2 kHz
sampling rate, and are powered from a 24 V power supply
(H). IPMC deformation is equal to the difference between
these displacement measurements.

The mechanical excitation system has to periodically
bend the IPMC sample with a consistent amplitude and
deformation profile over the entire range of the investigated
frequencies. This requires at all frequencies (a) consistent

excitation amplitude from the shaker, (b) consistent displace-
ment between IPMC tips, and (c) consistent IPMC defor-
mation profile. This is necessary to minimize non-linearities
that stem from non-uniform deformation amplitudes over the
investigated frequency range. Therefore, (a) we identify the
dynamics of our excitation system as shown in Fig. 4 and
use its inverse model to compensate for non-uniformity in
displacement amplitudes at different frequencies. This also
assures sufficient bending amplitudes at low frequencies that
otherwise decrease due to the high-pass behavior of the
excitation system. With current shaker, this allows us to
achieve consistent displacement of 1.8 mm peak-to-peak at
frequencies above 0.08Hz as depicted in Fig. 5. We observed
that the shaker provides somewhat different displacement
amplitudes in positive and negative directions (Fig. 5), but
this is not expected to significantly influence the dynamic
measurements in this study. (b) In order to assure that
displacement between IPMC tips is always equal to shaker
displacement, we use the following setting. Shaker provides
mechanical excitation to the base of the IPMC beam, while
the other end of the IPMC is constrained from moving
horizontally by a low-friction pin-in-a-slot joint (see Fig. 3
(ii)). (c) IPMC sensors are most commonly bent in their
first cantilever mode. This is necessary to maximize signal
strength and avoid signal cancellation that could occur due
to reciprocal curvature over the same IPMC sample. In
order to assure that higher mode shapes are not excited, we
need to add stiffness to the system, effectively raising the
first resonance frequency above the investigated frequency
range. This is realized by coupling the IPMC with two leaf
springs in parallel. Thickness and widths of these springs
are 0.10 mm and 7 mm respectively, and the free length of
springs and IPMC is 22 mm.

The experiments are conducted at 25 different frequen-
cies, logarithmically distributed over the frequency range of
0.08 Hz to 60 Hz. Each signals is applied for at least 5 cycles
and 4s in order to ensure that enough measurement data is
collected. At every frequency, required voltage amplitudes
to provide 1.8 mm displacement on the IPMC sample are
calculated from the inverse model of shaker system dynamics
(see Fig. 4). Each measurement is repeated five times to
ensure reliable results. The experiments are conducted in
open air. The ambient temperature is between 21 ◦C and
25 ◦C, while the surrounding relative humidity level is 45 %.

B. Signal Conditioning Circuits

This section explains the three signal conditioning circuits
that are used to measure the voltage, current, and charge
of the IPMC sample in response to deformation. Principle
designs of these circuits are shown in Figs. 6, 7, and 8 respec-
tively. Their overall frequency responses are experimentally
identified, and shown in Fig. 4. These amplifier circuits are
shielded by a metal box (F in Fig. 3).

The first sensing methodology bases on measuring the
voltage difference that is created between the IPMC elec-
trodes. IPMC is connected to the sensing circuit with very
high input impedance, as illustrated in Fig. 6. High input
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Fig. 2. Schematic view of the experimental setup. ”F” is an interchangeable amplifier circuit that is either voltage amplifier (G = 56000), current amplifier
(G = 116000) or charge amplifier ( fc = 15Hz and high frequency gain of 1011).

Fig. 3. Experimental setup. In (i), ’A’ is data acquisition board, ’B’ is
voltage amplifier, ’C’ is power amplifier, ’D’ is shaker, ’E’ is IPMC clamp,
’F’ is metal box containing measurement circuit, ’G’ is laser triangulation
sensors, and ’H’ and ’I’ are power supplies. (ii) Close-up photo of the
experimental setup ’E’.

impedance is characteristic to voltage measurements, and it
is required to minimize voltage drop due to the measurement
circuitry. In this work, the voltage amplifier with the gain of
56000 V/V is used and its experimentally identified bode
plot is shown in Fig. 4.

The second sensing methodology bases on measuring the
current that flows through the measurement circuit to main-
tain zero voltage between its electrodes. A sensing circuit
with very low input impedance connects IPMC electrodes
as shown is Fig. 7 and cancels the voltage generate by the
material. A two-staged current amplifier with the total gain
of 116000 V/A is used in these measurements, and its bode
plot is depicted in Fig. 4.

The third sensing methodology bases on measuring the
charge on the electrodes of IPMC. For that, we need a
high input impedance amplifier with a capacitor in the
feedback line, where the charge from IPMC flows to. For
implementation, an additional high-Ohm resistor is required
in parallel with this capacitor. The principle design of this
circuit is shown in Fig. 8. In this work, a two-staged charge
amplifier is used with a cut-off frequency of 15Hz and gain
of 109 V/C. Its experimentally identified bode plot is shown
in Fig. 4.

C. Signal Processing

This section explains the signal processing that is per-
formed on the measurements to obtain the frequency re-
sponses, coherences, and signal power ratio in the measure-
ment (PR).

Frequency responses are obtained using ’tfestimate’ func-
tion in Matlab. It calculates the quotient between the cross
power spectral densities of IPMC displacement and the
signals, (Psx), and power spectral densities of IPMC displace-
ment, Pxx as follows:

T F(ω) =
Psx(ω)

Pxx(ω)
(1)

Coherences are estimated using ’mscohere’ function in
Matlab. It calculates the quotient that shows correlations be-
tween the measured sensing signals and IPMC displacement:

C(ωi) =
| Psx(ωi) |2

Pxx(ωi)Pss(ωi)
(2)

PRs are obtained by calculating the fraction of power of
the excited frequency P(ωi) with respect to total power of the
signal within the frequency interval of 0.01 Hz to 100 Hz:

PR(ωi) =
P(ωi)

100 Hz
∑

0.01 Hz
P(ωi)

(3)

This figure provides relative indication of how much the
mechanical excitation frequency of IPMC contributes to the
total power in the measured signal.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

This section discusses the results of experiments described
in section II which are shown in Fig. 9. The discussion
is divided into three frequency ranges: (1) low-frequency
(0.08 Hz to 1 Hz), (2) mid-frequency (1 Hz to 10 Hz), and
(3) high-frequency (10Hz to 60Hz).

A. Low-frequency range

As shown in Fig. 9, the magnitudes of voltage and current
increase with the frequencies at approximately +1 slope
in logarithmic scale. Magnitude of the charge amplifier
reading also increases gradually but with a lower slope.
This is caused by the high-pass filter behaviour of charge
amplifier. Similarly to [37], this is corrected by multiplying
the measurement with the inverse transfer function of the
charge sensing circuit shown in Fig. 4. Corrected magnitude
of the frequency response of charge measurement decreases
with frequency at approximately −1 slope in logarithmic
scale.
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The phase of the charge measurements are really close to
0◦ over all frequencies, while those of current and voltage
remain close to 50◦ and 65◦ respectively.

Current measurements show slightly better coherences
with displacement than voltage measurements, while coher-
ences of both these measurements increase with frequency,
reaching approximately 1 at 0.5 Hz. Charge measurements
show close to zero correlations, indicating that these readings
are unusable for sensing within this frequency range. The
latter is caused by the high pass filter effect of the charge
amplifier.

All the PRs are observed to slightly increase with fre-
quency. While PRs for current measurements are very
slightly better than these of voltage measurements, both show
roughly two times better figures than charge measurements.

From these observations, the most suitable sensing signal
for low frequency operating range is short circuit current.
It provides high signal magnitude, good coherence, and
relatively strong signal with respect to noise. Voltage mea-
surement has slightly inferior performance with respect to
current, but it is significantly better than charge signal that
is strongly dominated by noise. Voltage measurement circuits
are simplest to implement, while implementations of current
and charge sensing electronics are somewhat more complex.
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B. Mid-frequency range

Increase in voltage and current magnitudes with frequency
is also seen in this frequency range, but with a lower slope
of +0.5 in logarithmic scale. On the other hand, magnitude
of the uncorrected charge measurement increases with an
approximately +1 slope in logarithmic scale, whereas after
correction, its slope is approximately halved since it ap-
proaches the corner frequency of the amplifier. The phases
of all measured signals remain almost constant.

Coherences of charge measurements improve with fre-
quency, becoming very close to 1 at 2 Hz. Coherences of
voltage and current measurements remain close to 1 over
the entire frequency range. The PRs of all signals slightly
increase with frequency. Current and voltage sensings show
very similar PRs, while charge sensing is slightly inferior.

Therefore, voltage and current measurements are better
suited in this operational range due to better coherences and
stronger signals than charge. Voltage measurement circuitry
is slightly simpler to implement.

C. High-frequency range

Within this frequency range, the magnitudes and phases of
all measurements remain almost constant. All three signals
yield very good coherences in this frequency range. The
PRs of current and voltage measurements are close to equal,
and they display approximately 10 dB stronger signals than
charge measurement.

Therefore, all measurement methods are usable within this
frequency range. While voltage measurement is simplest to

implement, measuring the charge requires circuit that is more
complex to implement and yields weaker signal.

IV. CONCLUSION

This paper reports a comparative study of active IPMC
sensing methods, i.e. voltage, current, and charge, in term
of their frequency responses, coherences, and signal power
ratios in the measurement (PR). Consistent tip displacement
of 1.8 mm amplitude are imposed on the IPMC samples over
the entire frequency interval of 0.08 Hz to 60 Hz. Each
of these signals are conditioned using dedicated custom-
made amplifier circuits. Sensing behaviours were analysed
and compared in three frequency ranges:
• 0.08 Hz to 1 Hz: Measuring current is the best suited

sensing method for this frequency range due to high
signal magnitude, good coherence, and strong signal
with respect to noise. Voltage measurement is simpler
to implement, but it has lower coherence than current.

• 1 Hz to 10 Hz: Voltage and current measurements
are well suited for this frequency range due to high
coherence and PR values.

• 10 Hz to 60 Hz: In this frequency range, all measure-
ment methods are usable.
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